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‘An alternative, but bss common, hypothesis is that spatial structure is encoded by complex relational
features such as “contains three points that form a triangle with angles of 30,60,90 degrees” or contains “5
line endings.”
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‘When the relation of the viewer to the sceneis very rapidly changing,it is conceivablethat the overhead
of updating the scene-basedframe would make it more practicalto use only two frames, the object-basedand
viewer-basedframes.
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observations. Degrees refer to compass directions

&cause the comparison object was never presented in perfect aiignment with the viewer-centered frame,
when identical objects differed in orientation by 90 degrees, a clockwise rotation was always the shortest angle
to turn the object to achieve alignment in the scene-based frame. As expected, subjects chose the shortest
angle of rotation 83 percent of the time in thes:: cases.
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ise between scenemere are three observations of reliable effects of absolute orientation on the extent of compromise
between scent-based and viewer-centered alignments in the Nearly-Parallel and Skewed conditions. In two
cases,this effect occurred in the replication of the Shape-Comparisontask from Experiment 2. An ANQVA
of responsesin each condition was conductedon the data from all performancesof this task in Experiments
2-5. This analysisshoweda reliable effect of absoluteorientation only in the Neariy-Parallel condition (F(3.66)
= 5.86, p < .oOl).
The effect occurredbecausethe responsesin the 70 degreeorientation were relatively near
scene-basedalignment and those in the 200 degreeorientation were relatively far from scene-basedalignment:
the overall means were 10.85, 19.67,27.81, and 18.57 for the 70, 160,200, and 340 degree orientations. The
only other effect of absoluteorientations was in the Nearly-Parallel condition in the Helix task (in Experiment
5). The range of compromiseobservedthere varied more widely than usualacrossall the absoluteorientations.
It remains a mysterywhy these variations in compromisealignmentsoccurredfor different absoluteorienta.
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